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PGYTECH OneGo Solo V2 6L Shoulder Photo Bag (black).
Make it easy to transport your essential photography gear. The PGYTECH OneGo Solo V2 shoulder bag is sure to appeal to photography
enthusiasts -  it  combines functionality with a minimalist,  stylish design. It  is made of durable PU-coated material,  which makes it  very
durable and splash-resistant.  The wide opening provides convenient access to the devices placed inside,  while numerous pockets and
compartments allow perfect organization of space.
 
Convenient access to your equipment
With PGYTECH, you don't have to worry about missing an opportunity to take the perfect shot. The OneGo Solo V2 photo bag opens very
wide, so you can find and pull out the gear you need in no time. This is perfect for photographers who often work in the field!
 
Optimal organization of space
The OneGo Solo V2 bag will help you properly organize your space and keep you organized. It offers plenty of pockets and compartments
where you can store the necessary cables, powerbanks, batteries and even your iPad. The 6L model will fit either a camera and 2 lenses,
or a DJI Mini, Mavic or Air drone with necessary accessories. There are also 2 special DIY dividers, with which you can easily customize
the interior of the bag - set it up the way you want it!
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Practical pockets
Want to  have spare batteries  on hand? No problem -  the OneGo Solo V2 bag offers  several  small  pockets  that  are perfect  for  storing
them. You'll also find colorful badges (green and red) that can act as screwdrivers. Use them to mark the battery charge level! There's
also  space  for  a  pen,  a  magnetic  pocket  to  store  cables  or  hard  drives,  among  other  things,  as  well  as  mesh  pockets  for  filters  or  a
computer mouse.
 
Robust construction
Thanks  to  the  use  of  high-quality  PU-coated  materials,  the  bag  is  very  durable  and  resistant  to  damage,  such  as  scratches.  It  is  also
unafraid of splashes. This means you don't have to worry about the safety of your equipment during transport! What's more, the bag is
equipped with durable zippers, which stand out for their extremely long life and guarantee smooth operation. There is also a special loop
to prevent theft.
 
Even more conveniences
The OneGo Solo V2 is  equipped with a special  buckle that allows quick adjustment of  the strap length.  You can also freely wear it  on
either  the  left  or  right  shoulder.  Its  additional  advantage  is  a  soft  EVA  pad,  which  reduces  pressure  and  provides  greater  comfort.  In
addition, the practical handle makes it easy to carry the bag, and the straps on the bottom of the bag allow you to conveniently transport
additional  equipment,  such  as  a  tripod.  There  is  also  a  small  AirTag  pocket,  a  collapsible  water  bottle  pocket  and  a  front  zippered
compartment, which is ideal for storing a smartphone, payment cards or keys.
 
Included
BagCompartment A x2Accessory strap x2
 
ManufacturerPGYTECHNameOneGo  Solo  V2ModelP-CB-152ColorBlackCapacity6  lMaterialPolyester,  PUWeight0.65  kgInternal
dimensions370 x 210 x 125 mmExternal dimensions390 x 220 x 140 mmStrap length50-150 cm

Preço:

€ 112.00
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